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Dear parent/carer
UCAS APPLICATION UPDATE: 2022 or 2023 (deferred entry)
I am writing to confirm that university applications have been sent to UCAS. In terms of progress,
students are at different stages, and will hear directly from universities, or if applicable to their
choice/s, have or will soon be informed about interviews and/or any other assessment arrangements
which are part of the selection process.
As communication is now sent to students directly (not through the school), I have asked them to keep
checking emails and notifications via their UCAS Hub for details about interviews or any other
communication. I have also asked them to keep me in the loop re. dates of interviews etc. so that we
can support them.
After the Christmas holiday, I will deliver several smaller, more focussed sessions with students to
ensure that they are fully prepared for the next steps and decision making.
These sessions include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Back up plans
Key dates and processes
Folio and interview support (if applicable to their choice of study)
What university decisions mean and when to respond
No Offer: what does EXTRA and CLEARING mean?
Student Finance and Student Loans – presentation from SAAS

After each session, I will summarise into a single page document and send to parents/carers.
If you need any information, advice or support in terms of UCAS, please do not hesitate in contacting
me at the school.
I wish you and your family a peaceful and restful Christmas.

With many thanks,
Clare Marshall
DHT (S5/S6)
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